Fas-mediated death and sensory adaptation limit the pathogenic potential of autoreactive T cells after strong antigenic stimulation.
The ability of autoreactive T cells to induce autoimmune pathology is dependent on their ability to respond to the level of autoantigen presented in the target organ. Emerging evidence suggests that at the population level, T cell sensitivity for self can be reduced by deletion of those cells bearing high-affinity T cell receptors (TCRs) or by sensory adaptation of individual cells. Here, we have investigated the mechanisms that prevent the induction of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) when myelin basic protein (MBP)-reactive T cells are exposed to a strong, antigenic stimulus. Stimulation of MBP-reactive TCR transgenic T cells with a superagonist peptide led to extensive activation-induced cell death (AICD) through Fas signaling. Using T cells lacking Fas, we found that disruption of this deletional mechanism only partially increased EAE in response to superagonist, failing to restore susceptibility to the level found in response to the wild-type MBP peptide. A significant fraction of the MBP-reactive T cells was able to avoid AICD in response to superagonist, but these cells had a reduced sensitivity for an antigen that correlated with elevated levels of CD5. Therefore, when TCR affinity is fixed, autoreactive T cell sensitivity can be shifted to below a threshold for harm by a combination of AICD and sensory adaptation.